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### Title:
Jose Guinto vs. Jose P. Veluz et al. (People’s Court Jurisdiction in Amending Information for
Treason)

### Facts:
Jose Guinto was charged with a treasonable felony in the People’s Court, accused of acts
constituting betrayal  of  allegiance to the United States and the Commonwealth of  the
Philippines from November 1, 1944, to February 3, 1946. Originally, the information, filed
on March 6, 1946, detailed Guinto’s involvement as a spy for the Japanese Military Police,
notably in the arrest and murder of a guerrilla, Ernesto Simpao, on December 15, 1944. An
amended information introduced on May 25,  1946,  added three overt  acts  to Guinto’s
charges,  involving  the  apprehension  and  assumed  killing  of  other  guerrillas  through
collaborative efforts with Japanese or Filipino informers.

Guinto’s defense challenged the admissibility of the amended information, citing it as a
prosecutorial  overstep  beyond  the  six-month  allowable  period  for  filing  set  by
Commonwealth Act No. 682 from its passage. The People’s Court denied both the motion to
quash the amendment and a subsequent motion for reconsideration,  leading Guinto to
petition for certiorari on the basis of jurisdictional overreach. This appeal propelled the case
to the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. Whether an information charging treason, filed within six months stipulated by Act No.
682, can be later amended to include additional overt acts before the defendant pleads,
without constituting a new charge.
2.  Whether  such  amendment  infringes  upon  established  rules  of  procedure  and  the
defendant’s rights.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court held that an amended information specifying additional overt acts does
not constitute a new charge but elaborates on the original charge’s nature, thus adhering to
procedural correctness. The amendment was deemed procedural as it further detailed the
initial  treason  charge,  asserting  a  continuous  offense  under  a  single  indictment.  This
decision  emphasized  procedural  adherence  and the  seamless  extension  of  the  original
filing’s intent within permissible legal frameworks.

### Doctrine:
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– The amendment of an information to include additional overt acts related to a continuous
offense (like treason), before the defendant has pleaded, does not constitute the filing of a
new charge. This ties back to the principle that allegations refining and detailing charges
within the ambit of the original accusation relate back to the original filing date.
–  Such  practices  are  upheld  within  existing  laws  and  rules  of  court  unless  explicitly
contravened by subsequent legislation.

### Class Notes:
– Continuous Offense: Defined by executing either a single or multiple intentional overt acts
aiding the enemy, considered under a singular offense of treason.
– Amendment Before Plea: Information or a complaint may be substantively or formally
amended without the court’s leave before the defendant pleads, aligning with procedural
flexibility.
– Right to be Informed: A defendant must be duly informed not only of the accusation’s
nature but also of its cause, implicating the necessity for detailed charges constituting the
offense.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the complex judicial terrain navigated in the aftermath of World War II in
the Philippines, particularly regarding accusations of collaboration with Japanese occupiers.
It underscores the establishment of the People’s Court to adjudicate war crimes and related
offenses, delineating the legal parameters of such proceedings in the nascent post-war era,
marked by a transitional justice system grappling with remnants of occupation and the
restoration of national sovereignty.


